A hobby is anything that no one in the whole world does not have. My hobby is gardening. Gardening is a peaceful and joyful hobby. Gardening is also relaxes the mind of person doing it. I like gardening because it gives me time to relax and enjoy my free time. It is a very pleasing hobby because it also clean the pollution in the environment because when one is gardening he is planting new plants and taking care of it. The plants then clean up the environment through their natural instincts by absorbing the carbon dioxide and realizing oxygen. It is also a fact that where there are plants there is more rain and where more rain there is more greenery and less pollution things. The hobby of gardening makes one careful about the things he has. It is very natural reaction that one waters the plants, cut down the bad leaves and everything else there is to take care of plants, he becomes careful about them. And when he does it daily, eventually he becomes careful about the rest of the things that he possesses. Love and enjoy my hobby very much and expect everyone also to enjoy there for it may be the only thing have to enjoy and relax and take out the worries of the world.